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T

he
two-story,
four-bedroom
cottage anchored on the shore of
West McDonald Lake is where the
Wilson family likes to spend their
weekends, but as they drift into retirement, it
will become their forever home.
The Cape Cod-inspired dwelling is only three
years old; however, the Wilsons planted roots
out at that lot 18 years ago. In 2002, Paul
and Pam purchased a cozy seasonal cabin
from the original owner, who purchased the
land from the railroad in the 1950s. At the
time, the two bedrooms and one bath was
a perfect fit for Paul, Pam, and their three
children, but as the children grew up and
got married, the family outgrew the cabin.

The Wilsons set out in search of a new cabin
to meet the needs of their growing family.
However, their children didn’t want to give up
the shore where they’d spent their summers,
swimming, fishing, and waterskiing, and Paul

and Pam weren’t having much luck finding
another lake that compared to the clean,
clear water where they like to stick their toes.
It was then they decided to tear down the
existing cabin and start from scratch. “It was
a little bittersweet. We had a lot of good
years in that old cabin,” the Wilsons shared.
Before the cabin came down, Paul and
Pam collected a few pieces of treasure
from the cabin such as a dresser, a chair,
and the dining room table that the previous
owner left. “We couldn’t leave the table.
We have a lot of good memories from our
family game nights around that table,”
Pam commented. Those items now have
a home in the new cabin, and another
leaf was added to the dining table to
fit their growing family. “Our kids took a
picture of the old cabin and gave the
picture to our cousin, who is an artist, and
commissioned a painting of the cabin. The
kids then gave it to us as a Christmas gift.
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It was a great gift! It is how we will always
remember our old cabin,” Paul said.
A friend of Pam’s recommended Kelli
Wegscheid,
owner
of
Harmonious
Architecture, located in Perham, Minn. “It
was a quick design process. Kelli understood
what we were looking for in a home. Our
inspiration came from our trips to the east
coast, places like Cape Cod, Martha’s
Vineyard, and Newbury Port. While we were
out there, I fell in love with the cottage-style
lake homes, that gray shaker style, and
window boxes,” Pam explained. The Wilsons
sat down with Wegscheid in August. “The
Wilsons were looking to make this a place
they can retire to when the time comes. They
wanted bedrooms for their grown children
that were large enough to fit a queen bed
and a crib or a twin bed as they’re needed,”
Wegscheid stated. She went on to say, “We
talked about an open floor plan and which
rooms should capture a view of the lake.”
By October, Wegscheid had completed the
design and saw that the Wilsons were in good
hands with a contractor.
Hunter Briard of Briard Construction poured the
foundation in the fall of 2016, and as summer
2017 washed into shore, he completed the
2,800 square foot, year-round cottage. “The
Wilsons didn’t want to miss a summer out at

their lake lot,” Briard mentioned. The custom
Marvin windows went in, the Smart LP Siding
went up, and the flooring from I’ll Tile & Stone
was laid. “The home’s style is a cottage
feature, craftsman feature, with some Wilson
features, and Harmonious features,” Briard
mentioned.
When you walk into the cabin, “From the front
door, you get a clear view of the lake, and
that’s exactly what we wanted to see,” Paul
said. The lake view is definitely the focal point
and Wegscheid captured it well throughout
the cabin’s design. “I don’t even know how
to describe the view, it is all so beautiful,”
Wegscheid said.

“Our inspiration came
from our trips to the
east coast, places
like Cape Cod,
Martha’s Vineyard, and
Newbury Port. While
we were out there,
I fell in love with the
cottage-style lake
homes, that gray
Shaker style, and
window boxes.”
PAM WILSON - HOMEOWNER
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Wegscheid designed the main floor to accommodate all of Paul
and Pam’s needs, from the master suite to a main-level laundry
room, complete with a built-in dog kennel, so the kennel didn’t have
to sit in the middle of the floor. “The main floor has a nice layout, great
for entertaining, with a lot of natural light, and you can step out to the
patio seamlessly,” Briard stated.
The open floor concept with a lake view includes the kitchen, dining
area, and great room. It is where the Wilsons spend the majority of
their time, that is when they’re not outdoors. “I can be in the kitchen
preparing meals and have a view of the grandkids sitting at the
dining table, coloring, see the geese in the yard, and included in a
conversation in the living room,” Pam explained.
The large kitchen island, topped off with granite, is an attraction like
a tropical destination island as family and guests tend to gather
there under the pendant lighting. White cabinets, stainless steel
appliances, and beveled edge subway tile with dark wood and
hardware accents create a casual and comfortable place to drink
lemonade, peel potatoes, and bake cookies with the grandkids. “I
wanted subway tile, but the beveled edges made it a little more
unique,” Pam said. “We had white appliances in our old cabin, so
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we went with stainless steel this time, and it shows when the grandkids
have been here,” Pam chuckled.
Luxury Vinyl Plank flooring ties together the open floor plan, making
it effortless to drift from the kitchen to the great room to the dining
room. “Luxury Vinyl Plank flooring is very durable and great for that
lake lifestyle, where people are going in and out. It is becoming more
common in homes,” Wegscheid said. Sherwin-Williams Amazing
Gray paint combine with nautical lake décor to bring the main level
together. Pam was able to mine some treasures from little gift shops
here and there, and also saved items from the original cabin. “I’m
always looking for lake décor,” Pam said.
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The open beams along the ceiling also take that open flow
feeling and break it down into more intimate areas of seating.
“When a home has too much stark white and grays, it becomes
cold, but the dark wood ceiling in the dining room that matches
the open beams and the island cabinets warms up the space,
making the space cozy and relaxing,” Wegscheid said. “There
are many fun features throughout the home, such as the sliding
barn doors to the powder room and three port windows.”
Tucked in the great room corner, along the white shiplap wall,
is a knotty alder staircase. At the foot of the steps is a high box
window, and as you climb, a porthole window creates this

“The great room, next to the fireplace, looking out to the lake, I would
say, is my favorite. You can see the lake, feel the fire, and still know
what’s going on in the kitchen,” Wegscheid commented. Hebron
Brick of Fargo, N.D., built the brick fireplace, using the same brick that
accents the exterior in front of the garage. “I had picked it for the
exterior first, and I really liked it, it had the whites and grays, so we
incorporated it into the fireplace,” Pam commented. The fireplace sits
along a white, shiplap wall in the center of two square windows, which
adds a lot of character to the room.
While the dining room is part of the open floor plan, it extends out from
the great room like a dock from shore. It is encompassed by windows
on all three sides and an accent port window at the peak, creating a
unique space with an amazing view of the patio, lake, and deck. “We
really enjoy the dining area, not only for the view but our family has a
lot of fun around our table. We have a lot of family game nights. It’s
usually girls against guys, and can get pretty competitive. Paul’s mom
taught the kids, Smear; it’s her favorite game and longstanding game
in our family,” Pam laid the cards on the table.
The ceiling defines each space in the open floor concept. In the dining
area, the vaulted knotty alder ceiling compliments and defines the
intimate space. That same look is incorporated in the upstairs great
room. “It is 14 feet to the peak, which makes the room feel open and
more spacious than it actually is. It also opens up more possibilities
such as fun things with lighting and ceiling fans,” Briard explained.
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“There are many fun features
throughout the home, such as the
sliding barn doors to the powder
room and three port windows.”
KELLI WEGSCHEID - HARMONIOUS ARCHITECTURE

feeling that you’re emerging from the cabin of a yacht. The stairs lead to
three large bedrooms that are tucked roadside so that everyone could
enjoy the lake view in the upstairs great room. The nautical, Cape Cod
theme carries through into each bedroom and bathroom. The bathroom
counters are topped with quartz. Two shades of brown tile line the master
shower and the same shades of browns with a compliment of white are
scattered in the pebbled tile shower floor—a subtle reminder that the
beach isn’t far.
The outdoor space was just as important as the indoor space. In the Wilsons’
original, smaller cabin, they’d grown accustomed to spending the majority
of their time outdoors, well into the evening hours. “We are outdoor people.
Everyone is in the water or out playing yard games,” Pam mentioned.
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“Our granddaughter,
who has caught over
200 panfish off the
dock, likes to call this
her cabin, and we’re
thrilled with that.”
PAUL WILSON - HOMEOWNER

“When we built this cabin, we didn’t want to
change that and had it designed to spend
just as much time outdoors,” Paul added. The
large deck, shaded by giant oak trees, is set
up for dining or a competitive Wilson family
game night and a space for relaxing in the
four bright-colored beach chairs that made
the move from the original cabin to the
new cabin. To keep the view open yet meet
codes, the Wilsons went with a cable railing
and had solar lighting installed on the posts.
Lakes Area Landscape, rooted in Dunvilla,
framed the deck with raised flowerbeds.
The deck wraps around to a flagstone patio.
The Wilsons went with flagstone because it
reminded them of their patio in New Mexico,
where they lived a short time before returning
to lake’s country. “You can take the boy out of
Minnesota, but you can’t take the Minnesota
out of the boy,” Pam likes to say about her
husband. While working with Wegscheid,
the Wilsons decided they needed another
little outdoor gathering area that provided
more shade. “It’s a nice little social area for
the family after we get out of the water. It is
where the grill is and since Paul loves grilling
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that is usually where he is,” Pam explained.
The high-top seating and hot tub on the patio
creates additional atmosphere around the
yard. “I can flip up the kitchen window while
I’m prepping the food, and join right in the
conversation,” Pam added.
The new east coast inspired cottage cabin
fits the Wilsons’ growing family — their forever
home on their forever shore. “We enjoy
having the kids and grandkids here, which is
why we built a bigger, family-friendly home.
When the kids come with their kids, we want
them to have their own space and feel
comfortable. Our granddaughter, who has
caught over 200 panfish off the dock, likes
to call this her cabin, and we’re thrilled with
that,” Paul concluded. ~L&H
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